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men of the middle nation met his action in the spirit
which he desired:    but on both sides many held
cynically or angrily aloof.   There were  too  many
" loyalists " who desired that loyalty should still be
the useful badge of a privileged minority;   and their
words and action, and their lack of action, played into
the hands of those who believed that the old inhabitants
should hold no truce with the traditional enemy.
Nationalist  Ireland became  divided  against  itself;
and the revolt against Redmond was largely a revolt
of the young.   With the gradual transference of powers
and property from the middle nation to the old inhabi-
tants a new temper had grown up which put Irish
aspirations on a wholly new plane.    Ireland was to be
made independent because Gaelic, and Gaelic because
independent.   The middle nation was invited to become
Irish and Gaelic with the rest.   As to the British
connection, the idea of uniting the two islands freely
under a common sovereignty was abandoned by this
newer Nationalism.
These were theories on which an uncertain pro-
portion of the people were prepared to act: and they
divided both camps. A large proportion of the
Unionist ascendancy party hoped that the growing
strength of this revolt would induce Great Britain to
revise its policy and once more insist on governing
both islands under a common rule, which would ensure
that Catholics should be in a minority of the joint
electorate. These welcomed and encouraged the
revolt against Redmond and his party. Another
element, however, realised that Great Britain, having
committed herself to the rights of small nations, could
not without singular inconsistency repeal an Act
establishing self-government for Ireland in response
to a long-continued national demand; and the repre-
sentatives of this opinion came into the Irish Convention
of 1917 prepared to make terms. At this point a
curious social movement took place. The mass of
the Irish people had not yet definitely committed itself

